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Introducing ThinkHub Huddle for Hybrid Collaboration
Spaces
ThinkHub Huddle is designed for hybrid meeting spaces - equipping organizations with a flexible
and cost-effective solution in the return to work. The bundle includes a touchscreen, web camera,
and ThinkHub collaboration software with user’s choice of Zoom, Webex, or MS Teams. ThinkHub
Huddle is NOW SHIPPING.
T1V introduces ThinkHub Huddle - the ultimate collaboration board powered by ThinkHub collaboration
software - featuring a large digital Canvas where collaborators can wirelessly share content (file based
images, videos, and PDFs, and web-based apps and productivity tools like Google Workspace, O365,
YouTube, and more…). ThinkHub also supports BYOD wireless device screen sharing across macOS,
Windows, Android, and iOS.
In addition to its flagship collaboration software, ThinkHub Huddle features an Avocor E Series touch
display with stylus pen and wall mount; Logitech web camera and mount; video conferencing (choose
from Zoom, Webex, or MS Teams), calendar integration, HDMI hardline input, and compatibility with
ThinkHub Cloud Canvases.
“Creating a seamless team collaboration experience from home to office is a top priority for T1V,” says
Adam Loritsch, EVP of Sales + Marketing at T1V. He continues, “...as our customers ramp up their return
to the office, they are tasked with supporting hybrid teams who are splitting time between home and the
office, or who are managing distributed teams across multiple locations. We recognize that big, high-end
ThinkHub rooms can’t be deployed in every meeting room - so we created the low-cost ThinkHub Huddle
as a way to support hybrid collaboration, no matter the budget.”
Dana Corey, SVP and GM Global Sales at Avocor, adds: “The huddle space continues to gather pace as
more people return to the office and need informal spaces equipped for hybrid collaboration.” He
continues, “The ThinkHub Huddle solution enables users to conduct hybrid meetings effectively,
delivering productive outcomes and further strengthening the partnership between T1V and Avocor.”
ThinkHub Huddle will also support ThinkHub Cloud Canvases - meaning ThinkHub users can create a
ThinkHub Canvas on the ThinkHub Huddle or from their T1V app on their laptop, and open, send, and
share these Canvases to collaborators wherever they are - whether in the room or working from home.
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With demand increasing for room-based AND cloud-based solutions, paired with complications inflicted
by industry-wide supply chain disruptions - T1V recognizes the market is lacking a viable solution for
huddle spaces and small meeting rooms. The best part? ThinkHub Huddle is NOW SHIPPING.
Learn more about ThinkHub Huddle at t1v.com/ThinkHub-Huddle.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
teams and the T1V app - working cohesively to bring teams together for seamless, intuitive working
sessions.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story™ enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in visual collaboration software.
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